# Year 5 Book List 2016

## Resource List

### Compulsory
- Tissues 2 Ply White Facial Box 180: $3.90
- Word Up Grammar Book 5 (AC Edn) [Fielding]: $17.70
- Calculator Sharp Basic EL-243S Solar: $10.50
- Protractor 10 cm 180° Half Circle: $0.45
- Magnetic Whiteboard 29 x 22.5cm: $9.40
- Whiteboard Marker / Eraser Set (Black/Blue): $6.95
- Grid Book A4 10mm squares 96 Page: $1.45

### English
- Somerset College USB 8GB (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)

### Mathematics
- Visual Art Diary A4 - 60 Sheet Project Book: $12.85
- Earbud Headphones with Microphone & Remote Single Plug: $17.95
- Pencil Case Name Vinyl Large 325mm X 165mm: $2.50
- Pen Ballpoint Bic Cristal Blue each: $0.60
- 4 x Glue Stick UHU 40 gm each: $3.30
- 2 x Pencils-Coloured Noris Club Pkt 12’s each: $4.60
- Highlighters Micador ECO Wallet Pack 4: $2.95

### Music
- Music Book A4 48 Page Peint & Staved: $1.75
- Earbud Headphones with Microphone & Remote Single Plug: $17.95

### Visual Art
- Canson Visual Diary 60 Sheet 24 X 32CM Green: $11.50
- Visual Art Diary A4 - 60 Sheet Project Book: $12.85

### Stationery
- Somerset College A4 Exercise Book Covers (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)
- Somerset College USB 8GB (To be purchased from the Bird and Bush Retail Centre)
- Display Book A4 20 Pocket Black Relliplate: $1.95
- Document Wallet PP FC Assorted Colours: $2.75
- 4 x Document Wallet Foodscap Simpck Brights each: $9.80
- Pocket Plastic 11 Hole A4 Box 100: $6.95

**IMPORTANT - PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THIS ITEM ON THE FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL. THIS IS YOUR PYP PORTFOLIO.**

### Additional Requirements
- New students to the College to purchase the below, in addition to the above.
- Returning students are to retain from Year 4.

### Italian
- Display Book A4 Insert Front 76 Pocket Black: $29.95

**New Students Only**